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Difficulty / 

challenge 

In 2001, Mong people of Long Lan stopped 
growing opium as the government policy. 
Consequently, the people became crisis 

because of low living condition that based on 

unsuitable new cropping. 

Objective 

- Villagers self-identify suitable crops and 
methods of cultivation 
- 18 villagers realize and adopt techniques and 
experiences from Mong people in Xieng 

Khoang in growing plump and Apparatus trees. 

Approach 

- Creating suitable opportunities for villagers to 

self-organize the study visit to Xieng Khoang 
(pre-study visit) 
- Creating suitable conditions and environment 
for villagers to self-planning, organizing the 
study visit 
- Creating opportunities for villagers to self-
decide to do experimental in growing plump 

and apparatus trees 

Outcome 

- 18 key farmers realized values of, learnt 
experiences in growing and taking care of 
plump and apparatus trees 
- 18 key farmers were confident to select 
apparatus trees to do experimental in Long Lan 

- 8 key farmers voluntarily bought 1 kg of 
apparatus seeds to do experimental in their 

gardens. 

Effective 

- Apparatus is suitable to the land of Long Lan, 
so growing well.  
- Apparatus provides high income for 
households (e.g. Mr. Xay Khu Zang and Chong 
Cho Zia – 600.000 kip per month per 
household) 
- Providing seeds for other households within 

and outside Long Lan 

Impact 

- Many households within and outside Long Lan 
want to grow apparatus. They come to learn 
experiences from Mr. Xay Khu Zang and Chong 
Cho Zia.  
- JICA project plans to buy Apparatus products 
of Long Lan 

- PAFO bought 1 kg of seeds. UNESCO wants 
to invest growing Apparatus. LPB media (radio) 
broadcasted.  


